My topic is the process of parallel experimentation which I take to be a process of multiple experiments running concurrently with some form of common goal, with some semi-isolation between the experiments, with benchmarking comparisons made between the experiments, and with the "migration" of discoveries between experiments wherever possible to ratchet up the performance of the group. The thesis is that parallel experimentation is a fundamental dynamic efficiency scheme to enhance and accelerate variation, innovation, and learning in contexts of genuine uncertainty or known ignorance. Within evolutionary biology, this type of parallel experimentation scheme was developed in Sewall Wright's shifting balance theory of evolution. It addressed the rather neglected topic of how a population on a low fitness peak might eventually be able to go "downhill" against selective pressures, traverse a valley of low fitness, and then ascend a higher fitness peak. The theme of parallel experimentation is used to recast and pull together dynamic and pluralistic theories in economics, political theory, philosophy of science, and social learning.
Introduction
This paper uses the notion of parallel experimentation to take a fresh approach to processes for search, discovery, innovation, and learning under conditions of genuine uncertainty. The old analogy between the competitive process in markets and the survival of the fittest process in evolution is replaced by a different analogy between a neo-Schumpeterian vision of the rivalrous market process and Sewall Wright's shifting balance theory of the evolutionary process. Evolutionary processes are based not just on selection but on a shifting balance between the two opposing forces or moments of variation and selection. In more general terms, optimization on a rugged and cloudy landscape involves not just hill-climbing (selection and exploitation) but a balance between the opposing forces of variation by exploring other hills (in case one was climbing a low hill) and exploitation of the potential for advancing up the given hill. Variation versus selection, or, broadly, exploration versus exploitation; these are the two moments involved in any process of search, discovery, and learning. Conceptually, it is an example of the rather ubiquitous duality between parallel and series-in this case, between parallel and series experimentation.
In the older theories, selection, hill-climbing, exploitation, and serial experimentation are the focus; variation, hill-jumping, exploration, and parallel experimentation tend to get short shrift. Theories of evolution from Darwin up to Wright focused on the process of (natural) selection without serious attention to the problem of variation. Conventional economics has focused on the static efficiency properties of pure competition to the neglect of dynamic efficiency based on continuous discovery and innovation. Economic models of individuals and firms are based on "convexity assumptions" (i.e., only one hill to climb) so that global optimizing behavior is equivalent to local hill-climbing. Even the development of optimization algorithms in mathematics has found its main successes (e.g., simplex algorithm) in hill-climbing routines; optimization in a rugged (multipeaked) and cloudy (only partially known) landscape is quite a different matter. Given this bias on the series side, I will focus on the parallel side in order to right the shifting balance between the two sides of this duality.
The Two Strategies
There is a mathematical theory of series-parallel duality 1 but our focus is on the less formal duality between series and parallel that occurs under many different guises. In a search through a tree of possible paths, the two strategies become the parallel-oriented strategy of breadth-first search versus the series-oriented strategy of depth-first search.
2 Is it best to commit to a branch or hill and exploit it in depth or should one emphasize breadth by exploring many branches or hills but thus with less depth? Does a detective spend more time following up on a given suspect or searching for more suspects? Every arborist faces the choice of allowing the tree's energy to go into making more branches or of pruning off branches to force the growth along what the arborist takes to be the main branch. Branch or prune? Albert Hirschman [1970] explored the dynamics of the two strategies as exit (exploration: looking for other options) and voice (exploitation; commitment to given option).
3 For instance, the basic choice in migration is: exit 1 See chapter 12 "Parallel Addition, Series-Parallel Duality, and Financial Mathematics" in Ellerman 1995. 2 "The ideas of breadth and depth are in competition throughout the whole history of combinatorial optimization." [Strang 1986, 609] 3 The series-parallel duality provides a conceptual framework for Hirschman's voice-exit analysis. to find a better home or commit to making home better. In pre-industrial development, the two main economic strategies were the exit-oriented nomadic-pastoral strategy and the commitmentoriented sedentary-agricultural strategy.
Explore to find more options or better exploit the given options? Variation (finding more possibilities) or selection (choosing best among given possibilities)? Simulated annealing is a mathematical version of the blacksmith heating iron to jar the looser atoms into new configurations (variation) and then quickly cooling it so they will settle into new lower energy configurations (selection) thus strengthening and hardening the iron.
The modern complexity sciences have shown that the trade-off between exploration and exploitation is ubiquitous.
In general, investments in options and possibilities associated with "exploration" frequently come at the expense of obtaining returns on what has already been learned, "exploitation." The two possibilities form a fundamental trade-off. An early and striking exposition of the trade-off occurred in the context of the "twoarmed bandit problem," in which a player with a fixed supply of coins play two slot machines that have unknown and potentially different rates of payoff. [Axelrod and Cohen 1999 44] Repeated experimentation with the machine that had the highest initial payoffs would increase short-run gains but experimentation with other machines would help long-run gains by reducing the error in determining which machine is in fact better. 4 In other words, exploitation will get one a little higher on the given hill, but exploration will be needed to help to determine if one is climbing the right hill in the first place.
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Parallel and Series Experimentation
Parallel experimentation is taking place when there are a number of experiments taking place simultaneously all roughly with some common goal. In a scheme for series experimentation, all the resources to be used currently would be expended on the one 'best' or most promising experiment to be performed. If it did not resolve the problem, then all the resources in the next round or phase would again be put into what the experts or authorities consider the best experiment taking into account the previous results.
We immediately see one criterion for choosing between the two types of experimental schemes. If enough is known about a domain that it can be reliably determined what is the One Best Way [see Kanigel 1997] , then there is a prima facie case for putting one's limited resources there. By the same token, parallel experimentation arises out of the lack of such definitive knowledge. When one knows that one doesn't know the best experiment with any certitude, then there is a case for dividing one's resources between a number of promising approaches.
One might imagine a "series advocate" and a "parallel advocate" giving arguments for and against each strategy. For the series proponent, a multiplicity of experiments is wasteful duplication. Isn't it rational to put one's resources on the best option? Large prideful organizations tend to favor this reasoning. The organization's experts will decide on the best experiment or approach-otherwise the organization would appear "not to know what it's doing."
6 It is safer to put one's resources on the knowledgeable choice rather than waste anything on what the authorities do not support. Scattering our resources among less-promising options will detract from our best chance of getting the breakthrough by putting all our resources on the most promising option.
Parallel experimentation is based on the opposite knowledge, the Socratic knowledge that one does not know-acknowledged ignorance. There is an old distinction between risk, where rough probabilities are known, and genuine uncertainty, where the probabilities are unknown and where one has only conflicting hunches. Parallel experimentation is based on genuine uncertainty.
The use of a parallel-path strategy for the solution of difficult development problems is standard practice in several of our outstanding industrial laboratories. It is extremely common in agricultural and medical research. And in the atomicbomb project, one of the most spectacularly successful military projects the United States has ever undertaken, the parallel-path strategy was employed. [Nelson 1961, 353] A sober reading of the history of science and engineering shows that experts are often rather myopic; they see a few steps ahead on the usual path. But the disruptive paradigm-shifting discoveries tend to come "out of left field"-from outside the conventional framework that is the stock in trade of the experts. This sort of known-ignorance pushes for the "waste and duplication" of a parallel approach.
Development work is a messy, time-, and energy-consuming business of trial, error and failure. The only certainties in it are trial and error…. Indeed, development work is inherently so chancy that by the law of averages, chances of success are greatly improved if there is much duplication of effort….Just so, when Pasteur, that wise old man, begged for enlarged support of the biological sciences, he begged for multiplication of laboratories. [Jacobs 1969, 90-1] The two strategies also emerge as the two dual strategies for reducing risks. When one has little knowledge or control over which basket will get spilled, then diversification is the best strategy-spread one's eggs between many baskets. But if one can by a concentration of scarce resources better control some baskets, then the best strategy may be to "put all one's eggs in just a few baskets and watch them very carefully." These two strategies for reducing risks correspond to the two biological reproductive strategies designed to reduce the risk that parents will leave no offspring to reproduce again. Where parents have little or no control over the chances of the offspring to survive, then they use their energy to produce a large number of offspring like many insects or fish-"they distribute their eggs into many baskets"-which is called the "r selection" strategy. If parents can control their environment well, then they can concentrate their energies in a few offspring as with mammals-"put their eggs in a few baskets and watch them very carefully"-which is called the "K selection" strategy. 7 In reliability theory where all components or elements of a unit need to work in order for the unit to work (i.e., a series connection) and if one can improve the reliability of the individual components, then there are the two strategies of increasing reliability: by increasing redundancy (parallelism) of units or improving the components in a unit.
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Organized experimentation requires some organized method of evaluation of the experiments. There are two dual strategies of evaluation corresponding to the experimental strategies. Series evaluation compares the results with the previous results in serial experimentation. Often the sequential experiments would lead to improvements over previous results so an organization's evaluation can point with pride at the outcomes. "Our performance is an improvement over last year." For a forward-looking organization, an evaluation might also focus on what on what can be learned to further improve the results. It is a safe and sane procedure for organizations to secure steady progress along what they have already decided is the right path.
In parallel experimentation, a quite different type of evaluation is possible, namely the sideways benchmarking comparisons with the outcomes of the other parallel experiments-as is common in experimental design to test different treatments. It is perhaps serendipity that the parallel scheme has this built-in type of evaluation since parallel experimentation would tend to be used precisely when there is a dearth of experts or prior experience to decide on the "best treatment." It is a "bootstrapping" type of evaluation.
Before turning to the main example from biology, it might be useful to summarize the examples of the series-oriented and parallel-oriented strategies. 
Sewall Wright's Shifting Balance Theory of Evolution
Evolutionary change involves the interplay between two processes: variation and selection. Variation expands the range of possibilities and selection narrows it. Charles Darwin's theory of evolution was a theory about selection, the theory of natural selection. Darwin and Darwinism have had relatively little to say about the structure of variation aside from the fundamental nonLamarckian point that variation is "blind" in the sense of being independent of learning during the lifetime of an organism. Today, evolutionary-or, to be more precise, selectionist-theories abound. In addition to biological evolution, there are theories of pre-life molecular evolution [Eigen 1992 ], selectionist theories of the immune system [e.g., Jerne 1955; Burnet 1959] and the brain [Edelman 1987] , and even an evolutionary theory of epistemology [Popper 1965 [Popper , 1979 Campbell 1974] . Some have made rather universal claims for "Darwin's dangerous idea" [Dennett 1995 ; see also Cziko 1995] .
Following Thorstein Veblen famous question, "Why is economics not an evolutionary science?" [1919] , Joseph Schumpeter [1934] , Friedrich Hayek [1988] , Richard Nelson and Sidney Winter [1982] , Stanley Metcalfe [2001] , and many others have developed evolutionary approaches to economics (see Nelson 1995 and Hodgson 1996 for recent surveys). Through all this explosion of evolutionary theories, the emphasis has been on the selection mechanism-not on the process of variation. The argument made here is that focusing on parallel experimentation and the problem of variation, principally in Sewall Wright's shifting balance theory of evolution, will help to remap the correspondence between the processes of biological and economic evolution.
Sewall Wright (1889 Wright ( -1988 together with Ronald A. Fisher and J. B. S. Haldane were the three progenitors of one of the revolutions in modern biology, the mathematical theory of population genetics [see Provine 1971] . In the recent complexity science literature, Wright is more often mentioned as the inventor of the "fitness landscape" to represent optimization on a very rugged and cloudy landscape. Yet the fitness landscape was only a tool Wright used to expound his shifting balance theory of evolution.
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Natural selection is a mechanism to push a population up a fitness hill-but it may be a very low hill. "The problem of evolution as I see it is that of a mechanism by which the species may continually find its way from lower to higher peaks in such a field." [Wright 1932; reprinted in Wright 1986, 163-4] How does evolution ever get the population back down a hill and across a valley of low fitness to climb a much higher hill? If selection operates to cut down variety to the survival of the fittest, what is the mechanism to increase variety in order to find a path from low to higher hills? Many biologists, Fisher and Haldane among them, don't think any special theory is required. They had faith that the variety introduced in the whole population by mutation, sexual reproduction, genetic drift, and changes in the environment will suffice. 10 Sewall Wright was not satisfied with that explanation.
Like Darwin, Wright thought it relevant to carefully observe artificial selection. Wright found that breeders do not keep all their animals together in one interbreeding herd. They deliberately break the herd up into subherds, subpopulations, "races," or 'demes' (as in demography). It is a question of balance. The subherds should be small enough so that the variety found in the subherd (through sampling error) or created through mutation, sexual reproduction, and genetic drift will be emphasized through inbreeding. But the subherd should not be so small that inbreeding leads to the quick fixation of ill-adapted genes and the deterioration or demise of the subherd. When a clearly superior example is produced in a subherd, then the seed is crossbred into the other subherds to give them the benefit of the innovation. But seeds could not be constantly crossbred between the subherds as that would defeat the benefits of their semiisolation. Shifting balances were involved. How small to make the subherds and how much cross-breeding between the subherds?
Seeing these processes at work in artificial breeding and selection, Wright reasoned that Nature might have found some version of parallel experimentation with naturally forming subpopulations and cross-fertilization by migration.
Judging from animal breeding, [Wright] thought that natural populations must be subdivided into small-enough partially isolated subgroups to cause random drifting of genes but large-enough subgroups to keep random drifting from leading directly to fixation of genes, for this was the road to degeneration and extinction. Mass selection within subgroups was followed by selective diffusion from subgroups with successful genetic combinations. The final step was the transformation of all subgroups by the immigration of organisms with a superior genotype and subsequent crossbreeding. [Provine 1986, 236] 9 The main papers from the 1930s are collected together in Wright 1986. 10 There is perhaps some irony here since Fisher, as the father of the modern theory of experimental design [see 1949] , understood well the need to perform parallel experiments and then analyze the variance. The F-test (named after him) determined if the variance of results between the treatments was significantly different from the variance of results within the treatments. Wright's shifting balance theory could be seen as Nature's way of holding parallel experiments and then comparing the results to determine the more significant "treatments."
The point is that by dividing the population into demes, there is more variation and exploration. Since the results can be reaped by the whole population through crossbreeding, the overall rate of advance is increased.
The average adaptiveness of the species thus advances under intergroup selection, an enormously more effective process than intragroup selection. The conclusion is that subdivision of a species into local races provides the most effective mechanism for trial and error in the field of gene combinations. [Wright 1932; reprinted in Wright 1986, 168] The implicit rivalry or competition between demes is not to be confused with the competition between individuals within each deme and within the main population. The "parallelism" in the shifting balance theory is the parallel experimentation of the different demes or subpopulations.
The analogy between this evolutionary scheme and parallel experimentation to generate and share good ideas is not lost on biologists. Richard Dawkins illustrates evolution with a computerized model of spiders evolving with fitness determined by the fly-catching properties of their various webs.
11 The spiders are divided into "three 'demes' evolving in parallel."
These were thought of as evolving independently in three different geographical areas. But-here's the point-not completely independently. There is a trickle of genes, meaning that an individual occasionally migrates, from one local population to another. The way I put it was that these migrant genes were a kind of injection of fresh 'ideas' from another population: 'almost as though a successful sub-population sends out genes that "suggest" to a less successful population a better way to solve the problem of building a web'. [Dawkins 1996, 136] The smallness of the sub-populations plays a role in promoting greater variety in the experiments. This boils down to the mathematical fact that the smaller the number of independent random variables added together, the greater the 'random walk' in the sum of the variables. This fact has a marvelous illustration.
An intuitive explanation can be given for this size effect: it is the spontaneous random perturbations of the system's micro-units that serve to push it out of the neighbourhood of one potential minimum [or maximum in our case] and beyond the point of instability, whence it can move towards the other point of locally minimum [maximum] potential. In a larger population it is a lower-probability event that enough independently distributed random perturbations will be positively correlated to produce such a 'shock'. This is the same principle that prevents a large herd of horses that are tethered together from moving any great distance in a finite time, whereas, as any cowboy knew, a small band of horses tied together for the night could easily be out of sight by sunrise. [David and Foray 1994, 72] Of course, the outcomes of human experiments are not just random variables but a similar principle seems to hold, namely that there is more creativity in small than large groups. Thus systems will show more 'out-of-sight' creativity and dynamic development with coordinated parallel experiments carried out by small groups (with systematic diffusion of successes between the groups ratcheting up the whole group) than with experimentation in one large group.
The Basic Scheme with Major Examples
The Wright Stuff From the shifting balance theory and other examples, we might tentatively outline a general scheme ("the Wright stuff") for experimentation and learning in the context of uncertainty and known ignorance: different experiments ("demes") running concurrently with some common goal,
with some semi-isolation from immediate competitive pressures, with benchmarking comparisons made between the experiments, and with the "migration" of discoveries between experiments wherever possible to ratchet up the performance of the whole population.
Rivalrous Firms in the Market
Perhaps the best example is that of a rivalrous market. But the notion of "pure competition" captured in economic theory is a competition of near-clones (e.g., small farmers all producing the same homogenous crop) which leaves out the crucial element of variation (different parallel experiments). Furthermore the notion of semi-isolation or semi-autonomy of the firms (which allows the introduction of variety) is absent from the crude notions of "competition" and "survival of the fittest" found in much of the literature. The static market process drives toward a local optimality (any change would be downhill in terms of someone's preferences) just as a selection-oriented hill-climbing notion of evolution would lead to perfect adaptation at the top of whatever hill in the fitness landscape the population occupied. Both notions were well-suited for a single-peaked landscape.
The parallel experimentation scheme occurs in the Schumpeterian [1934, 1962] rivalry of medium-to-large firms (the "demes") that take different approaches and that threaten to take away market share from each other. The scheme that Wright saw as the most effective way to advance genetic adaptation in a multi-peaked landscape translates into an economic notion of dynamic efficiency in a complex and changing world.
Benchmarking between firms provides the best real-time measure of how a firm is doing. A firm can depend on some rivals to innovate so, like the Red Queen, it has to innovate as well just to keep up. When innovations are made, then the rivals have to figure out how to license, work around, or otherwise assimilate the new ideas. This "cross-breeding of a new gene" back into the other "subherds" to lift the performance of all is limited by the degree and nature of intellectual property protection. "Scientific socialism" used series-oriented reasoning to provide a "rational" alternative to the "irrational" duplication and waste of rivalrous markets. Engineers and consumer experts could agree on the current best product for a certain use. Then the returns to scale of modern manufacturing could be fully exploited to mass produce that product. In the meantime, researchers would be devising and testing ways to make still further improvements so that the One Best Product would get even better.
The Communities of Science
Perhaps the purest example of parallel experimentation as a scheme for collective innovation and learning is provided by the communities of scientific researchers working in a field. They also work in small semi-independent groups who constantly face the same shifting balance decisions about working in bigger or smaller groups, or closely following what others are doing versus striking off in new directions. Innovations are quickly transmitted via the scientific literature to the other groups for intersubjective verification and cross-learning. The knowledge available to all the groups is ratcheted up.
The series advocate would again like to use "what we know" to cut down on the wasteful exploration of discredited ideas. The experts should be able to broadly agree on the best path of research and then centrally controlled resources should allocated along that path. Perhaps the most famous example in recent history in the life sciences was the Soviet experts' decision that Lysenkoism represented the path for Soviet genetics to take. The other branches on the tree could be pruned away.
Political Pluralism
A third major example is the pluralism of political parties or organizations (e.g., cities or states in a federation) taking different positions and performing different experiments addressing common social problems. The rivalry between political parties is immediate and direct while the rivalry between diverse cities or states is more indirect. But in all cases, the idea is to have within the whole polity a number of positions being articulated and a number of parallel experiments going on with some form of benchmarking and cross-learning so that innovations will serve to ratchet up performance across the polity.
Here again, the series advocate is well-represented by communism. When one has access to the "science" of the "innermost workings of history" then parallel experimentation is only a waste of resources promoted by those who do not appreciate the "levers of social change." With "scientific socialism" now in the dustbin of history, the spirit of the "scientific" organization and control of society lives on in the "application" of orthodox economics as represented, for instance, by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank promoting the "Washington consensus."
12 But antipathy to parallel experimentation comes not only out of ideologies which already know "the Path"; it comes even more often from authoritarian regimes or organizations who have no interest in sponsoring a genuine alternative. It may be a low hill but they are on top of it and any parallel experimentation would be downhill for them.
Series and Parallel Project Selection
Many of the points about series and parallel experimentation appear in a slightly different guise in the contrast between series and parallel project selection. 13 With series selection, a project has to jump over a series of hurdles. Rejection by any one of the evaluators means rejection of the project. But in parallel selection, a project can be submitted to a number of evaluators. The project is selected if it passes any one of them. If it fails to be selected by one party, the project can be resubmitted for a second chance with another party.
Parallel selection is essentially parallel experimentation from the viewpoint of a project or an idea. If multiple parties are carrying out experiments, then we could think of a project or idea going from party to party to try to be accepted or "discovered." But with series experimentation, the project or idea only has one chance to eventually emerge as being accepted or discovered as the series of experiments go on.
Let us now suppose two kinds of projects or ideas, good and bad, where good projects should be accepted and bad ones rejected. But the characteristics are hidden. Then there are two types of error: type I error of rejecting a good project and type II error of accepting a bad project. Assume the evaluators (strung in series in the one case and spread out in parallel in the other) have a certain probability of accepting a good project and a probability of rejecting a bad project. [Sah and Stiglitz 1985, 293] Of course, it best to avoid both types of error but eventually the design of a selection mechanism will have to trade off one error for another. Series selection tends to commit type I error, rejecting some good projects but rarely letting a bad project pass. Parallel selection favors the opposite sin of type II error, accepting some bad projects but rarely rejecting a good project. Although individual decision-making centers might reject a good project, the overall system of having many second chances would make it very rare for a good project to be rejected overall.
The losses and gains will depend on the nature of the projects. If a bad project would release into the air a biological pathogen that would cause great damage, then one would prefer a decision-making mechanism that would error on the side of caution, i.e., avoid type II errors ("like the plague") and be more tolerant of type I errors. This is the reasoning behind the "precautionary principle" advocated by some environmentalists. For these situations, the popular wisdom is "Better safe than sorry" or "The better part of valor is discretion." This could be implemented by having series project selection, a single channel with multiple stages each of which would have to accept the project in order for it to pass. But the projects faced by economic enterprises are usually of a different sort; when a bad project is selected then only some time, energy, and economic resources are wasted. Failure is not fatal; indeed some economic institutions such as the limited liability company and social safety nets are designed to take some of the "sting" out of the death of a project. In these situations, the popular wisdom is "Nothing ventured, nothing gained" or "Better to have tried and failed than not to have tried at all." Richard Tawney indicated a preference for type II errors when he asserted that "rashness is a more agreeable failing than cowardice" [1954, 235] . This would be implemented by the dual arrangement of parallel project selection, multiple decision centers where acceptance by any one is sufficient for the project to pass.
In the end, the best way for managers to keep indirect selection systems from spiraling out of control may be to operate several of them in competition, even if some inconsistencies result. This contrasts with the example of many capital budgeting systems, which suffer from the "abominable no-man" syndrome: one thumbs-down verdict anywhere along the approval chain can terminate a project proposal. Better is the approach of companies such as Ore-Ida, the potato processor, which has given many different people, designated "Ore-Ida fellows," the ability to seed innovations with grants. In this way, different vicarious selection systems run in parallel, providing more than one means for variations to propagate. [Anderson 1999, 139] Now contrast a society with parallel experimentation such as Renaissance Europe which had competing centers of power, and centralized China at the same time (Ming Dynasty). Take the viewpoint of a project, such as Columbus' project. The political fragmentation of Europe gave it more of a chance than the centralized structure of China. Columbus was turned down by the King of Portugal and two Spanish dukes before submitting his proposal to Ferdinand and Isabella who finally accepted it in 1492. In China, Columbus would not have had a second chance.
14 With centralized or monopoly project selection, there is no fear that a rejected innovation will be adopted by a competitor while an accepted innovation might have an uncertain effect on the monopoly. Thus hierarchical centralization has been a recipe for uniform and essentially static societies from Ancient Egypt to the Soviet Union characterized by more "discretion" or "cowardice" (type I error). By the same token, in a market economy, the multiplicity of parallel decision-making centers means more "rashness" (type II error).
Western economies authorize a large number of enterprises, as well as individuals who might form new enterprises, to make decisions to accept or reject proposals for innovation, their own or others'. The rejection of a meritorious proposal by a half-dozen decision-making centers is presumably less probable than its rejection by only one. The system is thus biased toward the acceptance of proposals,… [Rosenberg and Birdzell 1986, 258] .
Developing and transitional countries are weighted down with the inertia of the past. Political, religious, and customary authorities may see any real change as the potential release of a "pathogen" so they tilt toward type I error and stasis. Series experimentation tends to be the rule where there is a central authority that seeks to improve its position but will not tolerate disruptions from other parallel experiments. Only the center experiments; the periphery implements. Otherwise, the center would be giving up power to the periphery to find a different future.
Initially, the West's achievement of autonomy stemmed from a relaxation, or a weakening, of political and religious controls, giving other departments of social life the opportunity to experiment with change. Growth is, of course, a form of change, and growth is impossible when change is not permitted. And successful change requires a large measure of freedom to experiment. A grant of that kind of freedom costs a society's rulers their feeling of control, as if they were conceding to others the power to determine the society's future. The great majority of societies, past and present, have not allowed it. Nor have they escaped from poverty. [Rosenberg and Birdzell 1986, 34] In one context after another, it is the resistance of those in power to make a "grant of that kind of freedom" that impedes the more frequent use of parallel experimentation.
Parallel Exploration of Ideas
Parallel experimentation in science is only the purest example of a much broader liberal argument for the diversity and contestation of ideas. It is extraordinarily difficult to hold two or more competing ideas or theories in suspension while at the same time caring which one is true or would be best for the case at hand. In The Crack-up, F. Scott Fitzgerald famously noted that the "test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the same time, and still retain the ability to function." John Dewey emphasized that scientific inquiry involves:
willingness to hold belief in suspense, ability to doubt until evidence is obtained; willingness to go where evidence points instead of putting first a personally preferred conclusion; ability to hold ideas in solution and use them as hypotheses to be tested instead of as dogmas to be asserted; and (possibly the most distinctive of all) enjoyment of new fields of inquiry and of new problems. [Dewey 1039, 145] Carl Sagan recommends parallel exploration not only for science but for anyone who wishes to think critically and skeptically; it is part of the "fine art of baloney detection." Spin more than one hypothesis. If there's something to be explained, think of all the different ways in which it could be explained. Then think of tests by which you might systematically disprove each of the alternatives. What survives, the hypothesis that resists disproof in this Darwinian selection among "multipleworking hypotheses," has a much better chance of being the right answer than if you had simply run with the first idea that caught your fancy. [Sagan 1996, 210] The rush to judgment based on prejudice (premature convergence in a search) is the sin for which the parallel exploration of idea or theories is the penitence. "Baconian idols of the tribe, the cave, the theater, and den have caused men to rush to conclusions, and then to use all their powers to defend from criticism and change the conclusions arrived at." [Dewey 1939, 146] This is such a strong tendency that various organizational innovations are needed to address the problem.
The basic idea of the parallel exploration of ideas is usually expressed as competition in the marketplace for ideas 15 -"the proposition that truth naturally overcomes falsehood when they are allowed to compete.... The belief that competing voices produce superior conclusions [is]... implicit in scientific reasoning, the practice of trial by jury, and the process of legislative debate." [Smith 1988, 31] Within organizations, the idea might be implemented with some form of organized opposition or devil's advocacy. 16 When considering someone for sainthood, the Roman Catholic Church has a "devil's advocate" (Advocatus Diaboli) to state the other side of the story. The defendant's right to an attorney in a courtroom has a similar role; it takes away from the prosecutor the monopoly right to present evidence and arguments. A judge may not go to the jury before both sides of the arguments have been heard, and a patient should not go to surgery before getting a second opinion.
Devil's advocacy [see Schwenk 1984] is also interpreted broadly to include a number of related techniques to better elicit the main alternatives in a decision. A Cassandra's advocate [Janis 1972, 217 ] is a person who emphasizes alternative interpretations of data and focuses on all the things that can go wrong ("Murphy's Law-yer"). The Rashomon effect [see Schön 1971, 210] illustrates that the same set of circumstances and events can be interpreted very differently by different people. Discussion organized as a debate between the proposed policy and the best alternative has been called the dialectical method [see Schwenk 1989] . Multiple advocacy [Haas 1990, 210] , equivocality [Weick 1979, 174] , and double visioning [see Schön 1983, 281] refer to the practice of not only allowing but fostering the presentation of two or more options.
The political scientist Alfred De Grazia recommends a countervailance system as a part of any large bureaucracy. "The countervailors would be a corps of professional critics of all aspects of bureaucracy who would be assigned by the representative council of an institution to specialize as critic of all the subinstitutions." [168, 1975 ] The devil's advocacy concept can also be applied to written documents. When Jefferson complained about the one-sided press, James Madison half-seriously asked: "Could it be so arranged that every newspaper when printed on one side, should be handed over to the press of an adversary, to be printed on the other, thus presenting to every reader both sides of every question, [so] truth would always have a fair chance." [quoted in Smith 1988, 41] Perhaps the op-ed page in a newspaper could be seen in this light.
Another example is the systematic inclusion of dissenting opinions in higher court decisions made by a panel of judges. The concept could be applied widely to written reports 15 John Milton expressed the idea in his defense of intellectual freedom in Areopagitica. "And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field, we do injuriously, by licensing and prohibiting, to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple; who ever knew Truth put to the worse, in a free and open encounter?" It is a point that still needs to be argued, e.g., Sunstein 2003. 16 See Lipset et al. 1962 or Ellerman 1988 recommending a specific policy or course of action. A well-constructed options paper will not just argue the virtues of the preferred option but will present the best alternatives-or better yet have those alternatives be presented by their advocates. Conference volumes often present the main papers along with written comments and criticism by the discussants. Some journals [e.g., The Behavioral and Brain Sciences and The Journal of Economic Perspectives] are organized in the powerful and rewarding format of invited papers followed by criticism, commentary, and counter-articles all in the same issue. The Opposing Viewpoints Series of Greenhaven Press is a book series that focuses on giving point and counter-point on the major issues [e.g., Rohr 1989 ]. The preface in each volume cites John Stuart Mill in On Liberty:
The only way in which a human being can make some approach to knowing the whole of a subject, is by hearing what can be said about it by persons of every variety of opinion, and studying all modes in which it can be looked at by every character of mind. No wise man ever acquired his wisdom in any mode but this. (quoted in preface to : Rohr 1989, 10) Mill argued that even in cases of settled opinions, debate and discussion serve to disturb the "deep slumber of a decided opinion" so that it might be held more as a rational conviction rather than as an article of faith.
So essential is this discipline to a real understanding of moral and human subjects, that if opponents of all important truths do not exist, it is indispensable to imagine them, and supply them with the strongest arguments which the most skillful devil's advocate can conjure up. [Mill 1972, 105] This also relates to the theme of democracy as being based on government by discussion.
The traditional theory of the contest and interplay of group interests was not so much a scientific description as a normative injunction; in fact it contained the moral basis of liberal democracy. In order for the truth to be known, this theory argued, speech must be free; in order for wise decisions to be made, all the interests must be in the field and all the values articulated. The ancestry of this liberal pluralism might well be traced, beyond Mill and Madison and Montesquieu, all the way to the dialectical principle of Socrates: the method of verbal contest or discussion grounded on the faith that there was indeed a truth to be reached, through mutual deliberation, on which reasonable men could agree…. [Matson 1966, 107] The same themes about the competition and parallel exploration of ideas help to explain the uniqueness of Ancient Greece. The penchant for competition was one of the key features of Ancient Greece 17 that distinguished it from other societies of antiquity, and Socrates represented the use of dialogue and contestation as the road to improving knowledge. "The form Socrates' teaching took-intellectual dueling before a sportive audience-looks much odder to us than it did to Athenians, whose whole culture was based on the contest (agōn), formal and informal, physical, intellectual, and legal." [Wills 1994, 163] Even drama had the leading contestant (protagonist) and the opposing contestant (antagonist).
Geoffrey Lloyd [1996] has used the idea of contestation to address the question of why, after such a promising beginning in ancient China, science developed strongly in ancient Greece but not in China. The key feature in ancient China was the intermixing of power with questions of empirical truth-a feature shared with the role of the Church in the Middle Ages or with Lysenkoism (and the role of the Party in general) in the Soviet Union. The Emperor's Mandate of Heaven was based on a view of the world that pictured the Emperor in the central role of maintaining the harmony between Heaven and Earth. The views of philosophers and scientists needed to accommodate that basic scheme. In contrast, the Greek intellectual life exhibited "radical revisability" [Lloyd 1996, 216] where the masters would offer theories completely at odds with those of their rivals-a practice that would not be allowed where the Mandate of Heaven was seen as being based on the Official Theory. Chinese intellectual life put the emphasis on accommodation and harmony while the Greeks thrived on antagonism and adversariality. The differences extended throughout social and legal affairs.
Differences between individuals or groups that might well have been the subject of appeal to litigation in Greece were generally settled [in China] by discussion, by arbitration, or by the decision of the responsible officials. The Chinese had, to be sure, no experience that remotely resembled that of the Greek dicasts [large public juries], nor, come to that, that of Greek public participation in open debate of political issues in the Assemblies. [Lloyd 1996, 109] 
Parallel Experimentation in Various Thinkers
Hayek, Polanyi, and Lindblom on Spontaneous Orders and Mutual Adjustment Friedrich Hayek [see "Competition as a Discovery Procedure" in 1984] , Michael Polanyi [1951; , and Charles Lindblom [1965; have all emphasized some of the similarities between markets, science, and democratic pluralism as spontaneous orders showing various degrees of mutual adjustment without central direction. All have criticized the hubris of "synoptic" knowledge that often lies behind centralized series experimentation. Parallel experimentation schemes are often supported by the acknowledged ignorance of that type of knowledge. And all three have emphasized the multitude of parallel agents who coordinate with and learn from each other without central direction.
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These conceptions of a spontaneous orders are, however, somewhat broader than the sharper notion of parallel experimentation. In terms of the biological root metaphor, the parallel experimenting subpopulations are of the same species. Thus the competitive rivalry of firms taking different approaches in the same business would be a parallel experimentation scheme while all the interactions of producers and consumers are subsumed into the broader notion of the market as a spontaneous order. In science, it is rivalry and cooperation of groups working on the same general problem-a "society of explorers" [Polanyi 1966 ]-that is parallel experimentation while the conception of "science" as a spontaneous order is much broader. Within a multi-party system, the parties might compete to present solutions to common problems to the voters. Within a federation of states, the states might function as political laboratories to each try to find solutions to common vexing problems. The states might be more inclined to cross-breed solutions than parties, but in both cases there would be some implicit or explicit cross-learning from the parallel efforts. But, again, the idea of the political system as a system of mutual adjustment is much broader. Thus I only wish to record the idea of parallel experimentation as a part of their broader conceptions of the market, science, and a "self-guiding society" [Lindblom 1990 ].
Burton Klein's Vision of Technology Development and Dynamic Economics
Albert Hirschman shared with Charles Lindblom the skepticism about the synoptic or comprehensive knowledge assumed by state planners. Hirschman [1958] used to criticize the idea of a state-coordinated "big push" toward balanced growth in a developing country. Hirschman proposed an alternative approach which he called "unbalanced growth." The idea was to work with and try to catalyze the endogenous economic and political pressures that arise from both bottlenecks and sudden openings to galvanize scattered energies to make structural changes.
The similarities between Hirschman and Lindblom lead to them writing a joint paper [1971] which also discussed the work of Burton Klein. In an early work on technology development, Burton Klein writing together with William Meckling [1958] contrasted dynamic technology development strategies with the usual Olympian or "synoptic" approach of operations research. In the usual approach, the analyst, Mr. Optimizer, would gather the best current views, perhaps a consensus of the experts, as to what was the best option and then plans would be drawn to rationally allocate resources to develop that option-much like a development program based on the Official Views determined by the consensus of experts at elite development agencies. This is the strategy of series experimentation.
Klein and Meckling proposed an alternative approach of Mr. Skeptic, parallel experimental development of several main options with early prototyping to "see what works" and then let later allocation decisions be guided by the results of these experiments.
They [Klein and Meckling] allege that development is both less costly and more speedy when marked by duplication, "confusion," and lack of communication among people working along parallel lines. Perhaps more fundamentally, they are against too strenuous attempts at integrating various subsystems into a wellarticulated, harmonious, general system; they rather advocate the full exploitation of fruitful ideas regardless of the "fit" to some preconceived pattern of specifications. [Hirschman and Lindblom 1971, 66-7] Note the critique of the over-planning according to initial preconceptions. Klein and Meckling see the problem as "not one of choosing among specific end-product alternatives, but rather a problem of choosing a course of action initially consistent with a wide range of such alternatives; and of narrowing the choice as development proceeds." [1958, 352] This is a recurring theme in the parallel experimentation literature.
In his later work, Klein developed his earlier analysis of parallel technology development projects in the presence of genuine uncertainty into a full-fledged vision of dynamic economics [1977; 1984] . Klein like many others wanted to develop Schumpeter's vision of a truly dynamic economy driven by entrepreneurial energies to continuously innovate and to create a perennial gale of creative destruction. Klein focused on rivalry between firms threatening each other's market shares as the driving force of dynamics.
A recurring theme in parallel experimentation is the de-emphasis on static efficiency in favor of a dynamic efficiency characterized by continuing problem-solving and improvement. 19 In a dynamic setting, variation-and innovation-related characteristics such as flexibility, versatility, diversification, and resilience gain in importance. Static efficiency, e.g., through minute division of labor, may be perfect adaptation to the old environment but in a changing environment, it may turn out to be premature convergence and over-adaptation.
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When one firm might operate in text-book fashion by carefully optimizing its products for the market at particular points in time, another might never engage in such a seemingly rational strategy, yet, in five or ten years time will completely outdistance the first firm….In all disciplines, dynamic considerations were brought into play by trying to understand phenomena which did not agree with a static paradigm. Biologists, for example, found that characteristics which permitted species to adapt to a given environment were by no means the same as those required for survival in a rapidly changing environment. [Klein 1984, 199] 21 Returning to the biological root metaphor, the de-emphasis on static efficiency is also seen in the idea of semi-isolation from the fitness pressures "in a larger population" in order to "pass through a 'valley' of reduced fitness" to then climb a higher peak elsewhere. Similarly within large firms, they can better break free of past routines and innovate if they establish "breakout" [Downs 1967, 160] units or "entities separate from current operations" in order to "incubate new projects" [Teece 1998, 153] , e.g., limited autonomy internal units such as "skunkworks" operations.
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A similar means can be used to combat premature convergence in neural networks. 19 Klein contrasts a marriage that works because the original marital bliss is maintained by unchanging attitudes and beliefs of the partners and no new challenges with a marriage that can constantly face and overcome new challenges with innovative solutions. 20 Premature convergence (going too far along the wrong branch) is the "dual" error to the wasteful consideration of too many parallel options (too much branching away from the right branch). 21 This echoes Schumpeter's use of biological metaphor to explain "Creative Destruction" and to contrast static and dynamic efficiency: "A system-any system, economic or other-that at every point of time fully utilizes its possibilities to the best advantage may yet in the long run be inferior to a system that does so at no given point of time, because the latter's failure to do so may be a condition for the level or speed of long-run performance." [Schumpeter 1962, 83] Along similar lines, Jacobs [1969] devotes a chapter to "The Valuable Inefficiencies and Impracticalities of Cities." 22 See also Chapter 7: "Autonomy and Entrepreneurship" in Peters and Waterman 1982. The name "skunkworks" derives from Al Capp's L'il Abner comic strip where "Kickapoo joy juice" was brewed in a semi-isolated still with an occasional dead skunk thrown in for flavor.
Selection and retention overwhelm variation because positive feedback loops reinforce the first set of successful connections that emerge, tending to lock the pattern in. A set of neural networks performs best when, early in their training, communication between the networks is limited. Each network is given time to build its own interpretation before being exposed to the conclusions of others, so some solutions are allowed to emerge that do not initially seem as successful as others. [Anderson 1999, 123] The shifting balance theory is also about the semi-isolation of parallel subpopulations that can develop their own "ideas" without being overwhelmed by the selective pressures of the main population.
23 Philip Anderson goes on to note that this "insight helps explain why savvy managers often isolate innovation teams from the rest of the organization during the formative, exploratory learning period." [1999, 123] The same basic idea is expressed by Burton Klein in his dynamic analysis of technology development decisions in contrast to the conventional "economizing" decisions to maximize the use of existing resources.
He…advocates looseness in goal-setting and gradual, oblique, or multiple approaches to the goal….In addition, he argues that it is rather secondary interest to the developer to achieve an efficient combination of inputs. His main interest is achieving a breakthrough to a new product or to radically improved performance characteristics. [Hirschman and Lindblom 1971, 69] By having only a secondary interest in the static hill-climbing pressure for an "efficient combination of inputs," the development effort might cross a low-static-efficiency valley to a higher peak on the other side, i.e., find "radically improved performance characteristics." In a similar manner, the semi-isolation of Sewall Wright's subpopulations together with their greater variation might allow them to escape the current hill on the fitness landscape and to cross through a valley of reduced fitness to climb a higher peak elsewhere.
We now can use Wright's and Klein's ideas to summarize the redrawing of the relationship between biological and economic evolutionary dynamics. Transmission of superior ideas by imitation, reinvention, or licensing.
Static efficiency
Well-adapted to top of hill in fitness landscape.
Optimum so that local variations are all downhill. Dynamic efficiency "Sweet spot" combination of selection and variation for continuous problem-solving and improvement.
Optimal mix of (static) efficiency and innovation for continuous problem-solving and improvement.
System to obtain dynamic efficiency
Shifting balance combination of variation in demes for searching other hills and migration for transmitting successes.
Schumpeterian rivalry between profit-seeking firms creating perennial gale of creative destruction.
Jane Jacobs' Vision of Development Through Volatile Inter-City Trade Although working well outside the confines of the "professional" study of economies know as "Economics", Jane Jacobs' voraciously eclectic work [1969; 1984] contributes to the tradition emphasizing the virtues of open-ended multiple approaches and the limitations of centralized urban planning.
She arrives at a parallel experimentation process between cities (as the demes) by focusing first on how old work leads to new diversified work within cities (variation within demes) and then on the volatile trade between cities (transmission of new genes). Each specialization of old work to achieve efficiency will soon lead to new work as the diversification of outputs into various product niches, to backward integration to produce previously imported inputs, and perhaps to unexpected 'matings' with nearby processes and products to produce novel offspring. This is the sort of innovation that tends to happen when diverse people with various skills and 24 See Aghion et al. 2002 for a specific model of these shifting balances.
complementary knowledge jostle together in companies, and companies jostle together in cities. "This process in which one sort of work leads to another must have happened millions of times in the whole history of human economic development." [Jacobs 1969, 53] Given these processes of old work leading to new work within cities, the cities can grow through a process of dynamic interaction with each other by direct or indirect rivalry. To play in the "game," a city must produce something which it can export-perhaps based on its natural endowment. That is its "message" and "challenge" to other cities. The export earnings can then buy imports from other cities that were not produced in the given city. But if the other cities were not too advanced, then the import will present a plausible challenge to be replaced through learning and improvisation and perhaps improved upon within the city. Thus the products traded between cities are the "ideas" or "discoveries" transmitted from one city to another.
In the meantime, the other cities might be replacing the original exports of a city; its temporary advantage might be competed away. Now the domestic and perhaps improved version of the originally imported products can then be re-exported perhaps to the other cities that are less developed or have different specializations. The new export earnings will then purchase other more challenging imports, and the process can repeat itself ratcheted up at a higher level.
In this matter, a diversified group of innovative cities can through trade learn from each other and are ratcheting up or "developing on one another's shoulders." [Jacobs 1984, 144] This could well be called the "Jacobs' Ladder" mechanism for climbing toward the "Heaven" of development through volatile intercity trade.
Jacobs also develops her version of Hirschman's vision of the innovative developmental process of problem-solving leading to more problems and pressures which in turn calls forth more problem-solving and so on.
Earlier I defined economic development as a process of continually improvising in a context that makes injecting improvisations into everyday life feasible. We might amplify this by calling development an improvisational drift into unprecedented kinds of work that carry unprecedented problems, then drifting into improvised solutions, which carry further unprecedented work carrying unprecedented problems… [Jacobs 1984, 221-2] Instead of a vision of integrated rational planning based on a comprehensive overview (series experimentation), Jacobs and Hirschman as well as Lindblom and Klein all envisage a process driven by endogenous pressures that call forth innovative problem-solving from multiple agents which, in turn, creates beneficial cross-learning and rivalrous counter-strategies-moves and countermoves-ratcheting forward through seesaw advances.
Donald Schön and Everett Rogers on Decentralized Social Learning
The default theory of social learning is that the center makes policy innovations-series experimentation-which are then transmitted to the periphery.
[The standard approach] treats government as center, the rest of society as periphery. Central has responsibility for the formation of new policy and for its imposition on localities at the periphery. Central attempts to 'train' agencies at the periphery. In spite of the language of experimentation, government-initiated learning tends to be confined to efforts to induce localities to behave in conformity with central policy. [Schön, 1971, 177] But social learning can take place in a decentralized bottom-up manner with centralized coordination. In large multi-plant companies, innovation may take the form of new ways of socially organizing and structuring productive processes, e.g., quality circles or self-managed work teams. Separate plants might perform pilot experiments to find out "what works and what doesn't." The headquarters office frames the experiments, detects the successes, and plays the knowledge-broker to help other plants cross-learn from the successful ones. In the Japanese system of just-in-time inventories, there is local problem-solving by teams, benchmarking between teams, and continuous improvement ratcheting up the performance of the teams. 25 Schön described a similar process involving the government and the periphery of local units trying to carry out a certain social reform.
Government cannot play the role of 'experimenter for the nation', seeking first to identify the correct solution, then to train society at large in its adaptation. The opportunity for learning is primarily in discovered systems at the periphery, not in the nexus of official policies at the center. Central's role is to detect significant shifts at the periphery, to pay explicit attention to the emergence of ideas in good currency, and to derive themes of policy by induction. The movement of learning is as much from periphery to periphery, or periphery to center, as from center to periphery. Central comes to function as facilitator of society's learning, rather than as society's trainer. [Schön, 1971, 177-8] Decentralized parallel experimentation with centrally-sponsored framing and benchmarking followed by peer-to-peer cross-learning in the periphery (like deme-to-deme cross-learning in Wright's theory) is a more appropriate model than research at a central facility followed by the teaching-dissemination of the results.
In Everett Rogers' early work on the diffusion of innovations he focused on the classical huband-spokes or center-periphery model of diffusion.
In this classical diffusion model, an innovation originates from some expert source (often an R&D organization). This source then diffuses the innovation as a uniform package to potential adopters who accept or reject the innovation. The role of the adopter of the innovation is that of a passive accepter. [Rogers 1983, 333] Spurred on by Schön's work [1971] , he became aware of decentralized diffusion systems with horizontal diffusion between peers (which might involve partial re-invention of the model) rather than vertical transmission from experts to adopters.
During the late 1970s I gradually became aware of diffusion systems that did not operate at all like the relatively centralized diffusion systems that I had described in my previous books. Instead of coming out of formal R&D systems, innovations often bubbled up from the operational levels of a system, with the inventing done by certain users. Then the new ideas spread horizontally via peer networks, with a high degree of re-invention occurring as the innovations are modified by users to fit their particular conditions. ...
Gradually, I began to realize that the centralized diffusion model was not the only wheel in town. [Rogers 1983, 334] Perhaps the best example of a parallel system of decentralized innovation and diffusion in a developing country is in China over the last quarter of a century. The Chinese recognized local reform models which could be in a region, county, commune, or even brigade, and could be in any sector or area such as administration, health, education, or industry. The center would recognize a "model" which could then be visited by groups from all over China who want to make a similar reform in their locality.
The diffusion of innovations in China is distinctive in that it is (1) more horizontal in nature, (2) less dependent upon scientific and technical expertise, and (3) more flexible in allowing re-invention of the innovation as it is implemented by local units. These aspects of decentralized diffusion are facilitated by China's use of such diffusion strategies as models and on-the-spot conferences. The "learning from others" approach to decentralized diffusion in China was adopted officially as a national policy in the national constitution in 1978. [Rogers 1983, 340-1] The same period marks the beginning of China's historic record of growth and development at the end of the twentieth century.
Parallel Experimentation in Development
The basic idea of parallel experimentation applied to social learning is that when a central agency does not know the answer (almost always the case in questions of development), then its best strategy is to sponsor a program of parallel decentralized experiments with discussion, benchmarking, and horizontal learning between the experimenters-all of which will tend to ratchet up the performance of the whole group.
Recently, Charles Sabel and Sanjay Reddy have proposed just such a mechanism of parallel experimentation for social learning for development.
From these general considerations it is possible to sketch the kernel of a two-level economic-development framework that encourages constraint-relaxing learningoffered only as an example. At the "top" a benchmarking committee of the relevant government entities and qualified private actors, collaborates with potential users to establish the initial substantive and procedural criteria for participation, and defines the initial metrics by which applications are to be ranked. At the "bottom" project groups-whose members can be public or private entities or partnerships of both-compete to present projects that score highly under the emergent criteria.…After each round the selection criteria, benchmarks and institutional arrangements are adjusted to reflect improved measures of performance and a richer understanding of success. There is thus public or state learning as well as publicly available learning by private agents. Because the implicit theory of economic development-expressed in the selection criteria-is revised in the light of the means chosen to pursue them-the pooled experience of actual projects-we can call these arrangement experimentalist. [Sabel and Reddy 2003, 10] Start with a persistent social problem in a developing or transitional country, e.g., how to do bankruptcies and industrial restructuring, how to promote small private firms in a corrupt environment, how to fight endemic corruption, how to provide public services, and so forth. The agency (e.g., some appropriately local development agency) proposes a competition (e.g., between national regions, states, cities, etc.) for the best approach to addressing the problem. To qualify, an entrant must make public the "theory" or ideas behind their approach. Moreover, they must agree to be judged by certain public benchmarking criteria (which they might themselves propose).
Based on the proposals, some of which could describe already existing programs, the agency will select a certain number of winners and will provide material assistance in some form, e.g., a block grant. The assistance will always require a substantial matching contribution (which could be as prior investment) from the entrants to assure that they want to solve the problem and are not just in it to get the assistance. In any case, the aid provided by the agency is the least important part of the parallel experimentation scheme. The more the aid, the more a central agency will be emboldened to start dictating "answers" so the aid should be unobtrusively small so as not to interfere with the primary motivation of the public hunt for solutions to address a pressing problem.
The others in the contest will learn the winning theories as to how the problem can be addressed and they may choose to adapt their own mode of operation. After a certain time period, the results are assessed according to the previously agreed-upon benchmarks to see who the real winners were. There might be a second round of assistance where aid would go to those who did well in the first round (whether they previously received assistance or not). The point is to encourage horizontal or cross-learning between those who did well and those who didn't. Project funds might also be used to sponsor visits or secondments so that the laggards could learn directly from the emerging success stories. The public benchmarking establishes a rolling standard that will ratchet up as social learning improves performance (continuous improvement). Matters of local pride and prestige will play a role.
The public benchmarking between parallel experiments and ratcheting up of standards of performance are the heart of a real-time notion of parallel evaluation that stands in sharp contrast to the traditional notion of evaluation. Conventionally, the experts decide on the One Best Way which was supposed to be implemented. Then after a number of years, an evaluation is performed to learn from the results. Leaving aside all the enormous problems in the objectivity of evaluations and the resistance of bureaucracies to learning (due to the implication of prior error), the idea is that experts will take the "learnings" to heart to give still better redesigned recommendations the next time. But under conditions of uncertainty and acknowledged ignorance (not knowing the One Best Way), the best approach seems to be parallel experimentation and the real-time evaluation of benchmarking and communication of ideas between the experiments.
Conclusions
Evolutionary dynamic processes in any field will operate through the interaction of two forces or moments, variation and selection. Variation expands the range of options while selection narrows the options. Evolutionary theories in biology, economics, and many other fields have focused on the selection mechanism and have paid much less attention to variation. Yet on a rugged and cloudy "fitness landscape," selection without variation would tend to be stuck on a low hill. Some process of variation is necessary to move downhill against selectionist pressures to cross a valley of low fitness and then climb a higher peak. By abstracting from instances in several fields, particularly Sewall Wright's shifting balance theory of evolution, we have arrived at a general scheme of parallel experimentation as the variational moment in dynamic evolutionary processes: different experiments running concurrently with some common goal (rather than focusing resources on what currently seems like the best option),
with some semi-isolation from the pressure of immediate success, with benchmarking comparisons made between the experiments, and with the "migration" of discoveries between experiments wherever possible to ratchet up the performance of the whole population.
The parallel experimentation scheme suggests a new correspondence between biological and economic evolution. Instead of mapping the individual firm in a purely competitive model to the individual organism involved in the survival of the fittest, the medium-to-large firms in a Schumpeterian rivalrous market should be mapped to the demes or subpopulations in Wright's shifting balance theory. In both cases, it is a shifting balance of selectional and variational processes that yields the dynamic efficiency of continuous problem-solving and improvement. By seeing the same sort of parallel experimentation scheme in a variety of different fields, we bolster our confidence that it is important to the dynamics of development.
